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’Slam’ retains authentic look while delivering
inspiring message through character’s poetry

New director of golf Nancy Lewis brings
wealth of experience to men’s, women’s teams
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Choreographer Robert Regale, a San Jose State University alumnus, watches and records student Jenni Lee’s performance during
dance class in Washington Square Hall. Regala is one of the guest

Katht De IA Thi re: Spitz 1.11) D.1111
choreographers invited to choreograph portions of the upcoming
University Dance Theatre’s spring performance. Regala recently
returned to San Jose after a couple of years in New York City.

campus to choreograph
Alumnus
new modern dance work, mentor students
’storms’

By JoAnn Peach
___ _ _ Staff Writer
Robert Regale might-Tat take the
dance world by "Storm."
Regale, a 1994 San Jose State
University graduate, has been invited by
the University Dance Theatre to choreograph a new dance work that will be performed in early March.
Regala said he has tentatively named
the piece "Storm" because of all the unpredictable things that can happen during a

dance piece.
"When you work with several different
dancers, you need to balance out all
uniqueness in each of their dance styles,"
Regale said. "It’s the same during a real
storm since there’s always an element that
is chaotic."
There are 10 dancers in the dance work,
The group has been rehearsing for about a
month. According to Regale, working with
the students has been a good experience,
"It’s been really good to work with each
individual dancer and the group as a

Joint library debate continues
with open hearings on proposal
By Adam Pavlacka
Staff Writer
The debate over the joint library project will continue this week with "Open
Hearings on the Joint Library Project."
The project is a "work in progress"
between the city of San Jose and San
Jose State University. It proposes to
merge the university and city libraries
into one location.
The event will run from 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
on Wednesday in the Ron Barrett
Ballroom in the Student Union and is
sponsored by the Academic Senate, the
Associated Students and SJSU.
The purpose of the
open hearings is to
make sure that everyone is brought up to
speed regarding the
project, according to
Pam Stacks, chair of
the Senate Special
Committee on the
Joint Library Project.
Stacks said it is still
not a certainty.
A bond measure on
the Nov. 3 ballot is
particularly important because if it does
not pass, the joint library will be a moot
point. It must pass if the project is to go
forward, Stacks said.
The measure in question is a $9.2 billion educational bond package. Within
that amount, approximately $90 million
would go toward the joint library, paying
for nearly 90 percent of SJSU’s obligation, which is a total of $101 million.
The Senate Special Committee on the
Joint Library Project is a committee that
was put together by the Academic Senate
to study the project and make a final recommendation about it to the full
Academic Senate, Stacks said.
According to Stacks, the open hearings
will be different than previous forums on
the project. Instead of a presentation fol-

No complaints
against Carl’s Jr.
from six other
universities
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lowed by a question -and -answer session,
the panelists at the open hearings will be
responding to 39 prepared questions put
together by the special committee. The
question list will be available to attendees at the event.
Stacks said the list was created by
members of the committee after they
spoke with other faculty and students
and attended various rallies such as
those held by Save Our University
Library, a group of university faculty,
staff and students who oppose the joint
library project.
Stacks said she attended the group’s
Oct. 14 meeting and some questions
came directly from
that experience.
"I saw a copy of the
question list and I
thought it was good,"
Bruce
E.
said
Reynolds, a member
Our
of
Save
University Library
and acting chair of
the history department. "From the way
things sound, this
will be a much better
format than anything
we’ve seen so far."
The questions are in-depth and cover
topics such as academic library service,
construction and maintenance, benefits
of a joint library, circulation and access to
resources, security of library users,
enforcement of academic atmosphere,
contingency plans and potential conflicts, Stacks said.
"We wanted to have a place where all
the tough questions will be asked,"
Stacks said. "It will be videotaped and it
will be on the record."
Lydia Rose, of the Academic Senate
Office, said the videotape of the event
will be available for viewing, free of
charge, in the Instructional Resources
Center by Friday.

whole," Regala said. "I’ve been able to
work on my communications skills and I
feel like I’m becoming more sensitive to
the needs of each person."
Upon graduating from &NU. Regala
joined the Limon West Dance Project.
The Limon Dance Project was used to
train graduates and students of the SJSl ’
dance department in the Limon style,
according to Fred Matthews, associate
professor at the School of Music and
Dance and dance coordinator The Limon

See Dance, page 7

Representatives from the six
universities in California that
have a Carl’s Jr. franchise on
campus have one thing in common no complaints about the
company or its former owner,
Carl Karcher.
Unlike the objections from a
gay and lesbian association at
San Jose State University which
led to the dissolution of the contract between Spartan Shops,
Karcher
Carl
Inc.
and
Enterprises last month, all six of
the California campuses that
carry the fast-food restaurant
said they were satisfied with the
Carl’s Jr. franchise and never
heard of controversy surrounding its namesake.
It is alleged by SJSU representative Wiggsy Sivertsen of
the Gay, Lesbian, Transgender
and Bi Faculty and Staff
Association that Karcher provided funding for the campaign of
Sen. John Briggs in 1978.
In that same year, Briggs
authored a controversial proposition on the November ballot
that would have banned homosexual teachers from the classroom if passed.
"To the best of my knowledge
there have not been complaints
about Carl’s Jr. or its founder,
Carl Karcher, since it was introduced to the campus 11 years
ago," said Michael Gratz, the
director of hospitality food services at the University of
Southern California.

Book ’em, kiddo

Two years ago, when the
Carl’s Jr. contract was up for
renewal, Gratz said, the university conducted a business survey
to see if students, faculty and
staff were still satisfied with the
product.
"The results from the survey
were overwhelmingly in support
of keeping Carl’s Jr. on campus,"
Gratz said.
If people had a problem in the
past with Carl’s Jr., Gratz said,
the same problem would have
come up in the survey they conducted.
Jerry Mimnaugh, the executive director of Spartan Shops,
Inc., who was involved in the
decision -making process over
the summer that eventually led
to the termination of the business agreement with Carl’s Jr.,
was employed by the USC hospitality services department 11
years ago when Carl’s Jr. became
a food USC venue.
"I did participate in the decision to implement a Carl’s Jr. at
USC," Mimnaugh said.
He said in a previous statement to the Spartan Daily that
the decision to terminate the
contract with Carl’s Jr. was
made in a mutual agreement
between the university and Carl
Karcher Enterprises of which
specific details were confidential.
Gratz said he was surprised
that SJSU would close the doors
on Carl’s Jr. after hearing
rumors involving Karcher.
"If the allegations that

See Carl’s Jr., page 8

Students gain
more than
experience by
volunteering
By Sandra I.. Avila
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San Jose Police Officer Franco Vado shows Natassia Greene, 3, the
computer in his patrol car outside of the Central Classroom Building
Monday. Vado came to San Jose State University to teach the students in
the Child Development Pre-School about police officers and their jobs.

Jill Shirley, president of Phi Sigma
Alpha, said last year’s volunteer activity building a home with Habitat for
Humanity -- was an emotional experience.
"Knowing that a family has a secure
place to live and knowing that I made
an impact in the downtown San Jose
community is a rewarding feeling." she
said.
Now, the Phi Sigma Alpha organization is taking its voluntary effiirts even
further by volunteering with the
Spartans Offering Service at San -lose
State University to clean up areas
near the university on Nov. 14.
The offering service is a community
service program and a resource center
that assists students in finding a volunteer program that interests them.
"The offering service promotes student leadership by getting them
involved, on an ongoing basis, in revitalizing the community." Myra EmataStokes, assistant for the Spartans
Offering Service, said.
According to Gina Lorenzo, community service coordinator for the
Spartans Offering Service, volunteers
receive work experience and tutoring
skills, meet people with similar interests and can give something back to
their community.
There are more than 200 volunteer
programs listed in the community service database and in the 11 binders at
the Student Life Center.
Lorenzo said the programs are similar to an extracurricular activity.
"We provide students a service at

See Offering Service, page 6
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Politically correct
ethnic terminology
undermines identity

Eating horse meat
right should not
mirror Prop. 187
some asinine reaFor
son, the voters of
California seem to
enjoy taking rights away.
They did it when they
voted
to
implement
Proposition 187, they did
it when they voted in the
"Three Strikes Law" and
they seem poised to do it
again.
This time, they want to
take away a person’s right
to eat horse meat with
Proposition 6. While it
may make sense to some
who figure no one eats
horse meat anyway, it is representative of a bigger issue. We, as citizens, should not be taking
rights away. We should be expanding them.
Our government takes away plenty of rights
for us, we don’t need to add anything to the list.
The initiative process should not be used for
reducing our freedoms. It should be used to
expand them.
If people want to legalize marijuana, fine.
If they want to legalize the sale of fully automatic weapons, fine.
If they want to lower the voting, drinking or
driving age, fine.
But if they want to restrict our rights, not fine.
This legislation was put together by horse-loving fanatics who were able to gather the necessary 50,000 signatures to put it on the ballot and
the sad part is, many people will vote for it without even thinking about the broader implications
of such an action.
What’s next? Should we make it illegal to
drink more than five beers in a single sitting?
Should we put everyone in jail who exceeds the
speed limit by 10 miles per hour or more? Should
we make it illegal to eat anything that was deepfat fried? Of course not.
While all of these things are not healthy or
productive activities, we should be allowed to
choose for ourselves if we want to partake in the
risk associated with doing them.
What this legislation does is further open the
flood gates which allow the voting public to take
rights away. That is a problem.
Ignore that there are not any horse slaughtering plants in California. Ignore that this does
nothing to protect horses from becoming glue or
dog food. Ignore that the only reason this proposition was written was because "Horses are pleasure animals, not raised for food." Ignore that no
one eats horse meat, anyway.
Ignore all those facts and still vote no on Prop.
6 and any proposition that resembles it.
If the politicians in this state feel the burning
urge to do it for us, I can live with that. But
please don’t make their job any easier.
This initiative process should be used to bring
issues to light that politicians refuse to. Such
issues as the decriminalization of drugs and the
ending of affirmative action are perfect examples
of how the people’s voice can be heard. (Just for
the record, I voted to keep affirmative action but
the vast majority of Californians did not agree
and I am OK with that. I also voted in favor of
making marijuana available to those who had it
recommended by a doctor.)
When election day comes on Nov. 3 for those
of you who don’t know please vote to preserve
your rights, not to take them away.
Jeremiah Oshan is the Spartan Daily assistant
sports editor. His column appears every Tuesday.

MIXED MEDIA
by Jack Ohman

Unsafe, unruly drivers instigate road rage
Iconsider myself a nice person most
of the time but piss me off while I’m
behind the wheel and I’m ready to kill.
It sounds horrible, but it’s hard not to
have a road rage attack triggered while
driving on the city’s streets or highways.
Anyone who has driven before probably
understands the pain and agony brought
on by a bout with an unsafe and unruly
driver.
Retaliation is generally an immediate
reaction when thrust into an altercation
on the road, although it can prove to be
quite dangerous. It’s hard to have a calm
demeanor when someone is riding your
ass or has their high beams aimed at your
head.
So, to ease the road madness, I propose that car
manufacturers equip vehicles with a missile lock
mechanism which drivers can use to blow up idiot
drivers it would sure help me out during those
rough driving days.
All kidding aside, it can be childish to get upset
over moronic drivers, but stupid people just have a
way of pushing my buttons, especially when they
endanger me, my passengers or my lovely car.
Road rage is quickly becoming this nation’s next
epidemic, and there is no cure for it at least not
yet in my cue.
. Short-tempered drivers and people in a hurry
often get their panties in a bunch and take it out on
other innocent drivers, like myself, causing us to
turn into evil motorists. It is these instigators of violence who deserve to be tortured.
An American Automobile Association study
released in 1997, which was referred to in a U.S.
News & World Report article, revealed that "the rate
of ’aggressive driving’ incidents
defined as events
in which an angry or impatient driver tries to kill or
injure another driver in a traffic dispute has
risen by 51 percent since 1990."
This statistic is staggering, and I’m sure it’s just
the beginning of more to come.
In a 1997 Detroit Free Press article, National
Highway Traffic and Safety Administration chief
Ricardo Martinez said congestion was among the
leading causes of aggressive driving, which he said

was a factor in 28,000 highway deaths in
1996.
In the same article it was noted that
increased congestion was caused by highway traffic growing five times faster than
highway construction.
Nevertheless, traffic congestion should
not be an excuse for carelessness and
recklessness while driving. In some cases
traffic has nothing to do with it .
Often it can be pure lack of brain cells
that induce road rage reactions. I know
from personal experience.
This weekend I experienced the most
irritating of all road confrontations and
nearly became another road rage statistic.
It was a beautiful, rainy Saturday morning, and
as I traveled to my parents’ house I encountered the
most ignorant of all drivers.
In a matter of three minutes, I was cut off by the
same driver three times and nearly sideswiped the
last time. All this occurred at a time when most drivers were still at home in bed and the roads were
free and clear.
I would have expected this kind of response from
an angry driver whom I may have cut off, but this
jackass was obviously out to get someone. It turned
out to be me.
By the time the last incident took place, I was
ready to run that little Neon off the road.
I was surprised at how quickly my good mood was
a thing of the past.
After meeting that disgruntled driver, I was
ready to follow him and do some damage, but then
reality set in.
I quickly realized that immediate retaliation was
not going to happen at least not on an empty tank
of gas and without the proof of insurance I was picking up at my parents’ house so that’s why I memorized the vanity plates on the ugly little car.
I know we’ll cross paths again someday in the
future, and when it happens, I’ll be prepared. I’ll
have my missile lock mechanism installed by then,
and I’ll be ready to blow that green Neon to bits.

evidence of what
we want to preserve for posterity: students who
don’t give a
damn. Right on.
We know, we know. You’re all
extremely busy. You’ve got to study.
You’ve got to work. You’ve got to
wash your hair and buy that new CD
and ... we understand, really.
It doesn’t pay to be aware of
what’s happening outside your thoroughly exciting life. When you are
aware of something that may affect
you directly, you have to think about
it, and God forbid you’re ever forced
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to do that.
It would be a
travesty of this
educational system we call a

university.
Resides, when you start to think,
you start to care. When you start to
care, you think about doing something. Then you might have to take
action.
Don’t do it. Stay still. Stay safe.
Avoid the issue.
After all, it’s so awfully unpleasant and totally uncalled for to have
to look at an issue and make the
effort to be informed and concerned.
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It reeks of democracy. It smacks of
responsibilty. It sounds like voting.
Egads.
Remember: If you continue in
your normal vein of self-absorption,
only good things will follow you all
the days of your life, and you will
dwell in the house of apathy forever.
Amen.
And absolutely, positively, do not
attend the open hearings sponsored
by the Senate Special Committee
scheduled for Wednesday from 1 - 4
p.m. You might learn something. You
might decide to speak up. You might
become involved.
Then you’ll ruin everything.
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Apathy favors SJSU’s lack of student input; keep up the good work
If you’re reading this, we
want you to stop, immediately.
Stop.
Return to your self-interested life
and do not, for goodness sake, start
thinking of anything other than
what concerns you at this moment.
If you start getting involved with
what’s happening on campus, you’re
bound to lose that special quality we
all know and admire: apathy.
We want to keep student apathy
alive and well at San Jose State
University.
The miniscule number of students
who have bothered to show up at the
last two scheduled forums on the
joint library proposal are the best

picture adjacent
The
to this article is of a
Mexican, a Latino
and a Hispanic.
The picture is also of a
Spaniard, Cuban, South
American, Puerto Rican
and Chicano.
If you ask the l’.S. government, the picture is of
a white person.
When seen through the
eyes of different people,
the same picture depicts
someone totally different.
Some may think that
names for groups help
identify them more accurately, but most of the
time, names for groups of people are just troublesome.
When it comes to people as groups and as
individuals, there are things more important
than labels and classifications.
When you see a person with a darker complexion and kinky hair, do you see an AfricanAmerican, a black, a colored person or a Latino?
How about a fair-skinned person with blond
hair?
Are they European, Caucasian, non-Hispanic
white or Latino?
In our American society we seem to have various names for each group of people.
Some of these names people actually give
themselves. At other times, they have no choice
as to what they are called.
Instead of clarifying and identifying groups
with some of these names, we are confusing ourselves and making our identities more ambiguous.
Say you have a friend who comes from the
Philippines.
Is that person Filipino, Filipino-American,
Asian or Pacific Islander?
It can be stated with certainty that a true
friend will worry more about the life experiences
and little things that have shaped this person
rather than what they are called.
Different names for groups of people with the
same background only confuse us further.
To quote comedian George Carlin in his book
"Brain Droppings," if you have a black who
comes from Jamaica, do you call him an AfricanAmerican or an African-Jamaican-American or
what?
When races change what they are called, it
can make one think that they do not like, jheir
identity and are trying to change their identity
by changing their name.
It can also be speculated that some groups are
given certain names to further alienate and separate them from others.
Obviously, perceiving all races, classes,
nationalities and ethnicities as human beings
with five senses and intellect is more important
than what we call them.
Let’s face the facts, folks. Changing what you
call me from Hispanic to Latino to whatever the
new politically correct term is will not change
your perspective of me.
Call me what you will. It does not matter
because I will always be the same person.

o,

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box
at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209.
’sent
by
fax
to
(4081
924.3237,
e-mail
at
SDAILYinc.sniu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications. San Jose State University, One
Washington Square. San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Editorials are written by, and are the conaensus of,
the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Fraternity alumnus tired of unfair criticisms
nce again, students can
V read about someone writing something negative about
the Greek system from what
they see on campus. There
have been several letters to the
editor trying to explain the difference between IFC (InterFraternity Council) and PHC
(Pan-Hellenic) versus local
GLO’s (Greek Letter
Organization). Unfortunately,
it seems Cuong Dang may not
have read them or know about
the differences, which makes
his article sound discreditable.
Initiation is something
sacred and is taken seriously
for all IFC and PHC. Cuong, if
you think "hell week" and initiation are the same thing, I
have one word for you, wrong.
As an alumnus of an IFC
organization, I get frustrated
by ignorant people placing
blame on us. Our chapters are
highly involved with campus
life, more than any other organization. There is more diversity in most of the IFC/PHC
...iapters than most other
GLO’s on our campus. IFC and
PHC have constantly invited
non-recognized organizations
to join and become nationally
recognized. Many have refused
to do so. Why? If they decide

to go ahead and join, they will
have to abide by rules all
IFC/PHC houses must follow. I
have yet to see one become
nationally recognized.
Surprisingly, I witnessed one
organization haze one of its
pledges in front of the Art
Quad in spring of last year.
There were no letters on the
men engaging in the activity.
This particular hazing included
a pledge drinking large quantities of mixed hard alcohol
repeatedly. One glass had a
couple of eggs dropped in for
helping the alcohol come back
up. That is exactly what happened. The poor guy vomited
until he lost consciousness and
was dragged across to the brick
bench/seat at the Student
Union. Upon being placed
down there were members
holding up a sign reading "looser" above his body while he
was being photographed. I am
not advocating all AsianAmerican fraternities engage
in such practices, but I will bet
money it was not an IFC organization.
If people do no like the fact
we are nationally recognized
on campus, I have a few suggestions:
1)Do not attend any parties

thrown by the IFC houses on
our campus. After all, the fraternity is using their house to
have people come in and dance,
party, and mess it up at their
expense.
2)Do not suggest that men
and women are buying their
friendship (this includes all
GLO’s). The dues of IFC and
PHC go to their nationals,
semi-annuals for our campus,
house improvements and chapter funds which include a social
budget for parties (refer to No.
1). Funny, because I don’t
recall ever handing a $5 bill to
one of my brothers and pleading with him to be my best
friend for the week.
3) If you’re an organization
who thinks you’re all that,
wear your letters next time
and showoff to the campus
what real men you are, that
you have power to subject a
person as such. Our campus
under construction looks bad
enough. Do you really think
vomit ads to the aesthetics?
My condolences to Cuong,
who has seen only this unfortunate side.
Mark Brown
advertising

Greek-bashers need to stray from assumptions
his letter is in regard to
Cuong Dang’s view on
Greeks and hazing.
First of all, I’d like to know if
this person has ever been
exposed to Greek life personally.
Secondly, does this person know
the difference between PanHellenic and Inter-Fraternity
Council and local sororities and
fraternities? Let me quickly
educate those who don’t.
Pan-Hellenic is made up of
different national sororities.
Pan-Hellenic contains rules
each national sorority must follow in order to be an organization. These rules include restriction of hazing and alcohol in
chapter houses, set guidelines
for grades and any other rules
any organization needs to operate.

Inter-Fraternity Council is
the fraternity version of PanHellenic, with different rules to
follow.
One thing that remains the
same amongst both PanHellenic and Inter-Fraternity
Council is no hazing.
I have had no experience
with local sororities and fraternities, and to speak for them
wouldn’t be right. If I were a
member of one of those organizations, I would write in
response to the previous article.
Greek life is more than just a
big party (an image which has
previously been portrayed). It
involves leadership positions,
educational enhancement, charity work, friendships and many
other aspects.
My recommendation to the

student who wrote the letter is,
instead of making a quick judgment on fraternities and sororities as a whole, ask the person
what organization they are representing. It may not be a sorority or fraternity at all. I’m not
denying there isn’t any hazing
anywhere, but don’t just assume
it has to be a fraternity or
sorority. If they are from a
Greek organization, ask them if
they are part of Pan-Hellenic or
the Inter-Fraternity Council. I
can guarantee they aren’t.
Lastly, take time to educate
yourself on a subject you may
not be familiar with.
Connie Barrera
advertising

Abortion is a death sentence without a trial
regards to the column by
In
Mindy Leigh Griser (Oct. 26),
I agree with her that "using
abortion as birth control is
wrong."
The sniper who killed Dr.
Slepian (abortion doctor) should
be arrested, tried and, if found
guilty, sentence carried out.
In an abortion, the sentence
of death is carried out against
the unborn baby, but without a
trial,

This violates three
Amendments to the
Constitution of the United
States of America: the Fifth
Amendment ("...nor be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law."), the Sixth Amendment
("...the accused shall enjoy the
right to a speedy and public
trial...") and the Eighth
Amendment ("...nor cruel and
unusual punishments inflict-

ed.")
My main goal is not to take
away a woman’s right to choose.
My main goal is for a woman to
make the right choice.
The killing of innocent lives,
before or after birth, dehumanizes us all.
Lawrence E. Miller
alumnus
criminal justice

Discrimination fuels affirmative action ideas
After reading the guest column in the Oct. 23 issue, I
felt compelled to try to answer
the myriad of questions pertaining to the issue of affirmative
action. This issue is one that is
opposed by few, misunderstood
by some, supported by many,
and directly affecting the lives
of the great majority.
Here is the real truth about
affirmative action. Affirmative
action is a result of the civil
rights movement uprising that
forced the government to adopt
a set of policies at every level to
strive toward equality. As a
result, for the first time in
American history, significant
numbers of black and Latino
people, along with increasing
numbers of other minorities,
working-class people and
women, gained access to historically segregated and elitist universities, jobs and other institutions.

Some may question the logic
behind "preferential treatment"
and "set-asides." These standardized quotas are needed to
provide a systematic solution to
the systematic inequality codified in policy and law.
I am also to remind you of
legacy" candidates who have
advantages over youth who are
the first in their families to
attend college. The number of
legacy’ seats admitted to elite
universities partially or wholly
on the basis of their status is
far greater than the number of
women and minorities admitted
to those same institutions by
affirmative action policies.
Now to address the idea of
"let’s look beyond our past - I
don’t own any slaves" mentality.
I appreciate the good intent.
But, realistically, it is now 34
years after the 1964 Civil
Rights Act became U.S. law. No
one in their right mind can hon-
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RZ.EICI7IY ADVISORY PROGRAM AND
PEP GRANTS
Coffee break for late afternoon/
early evening students from 4:30.
5:45 p.m. in the University Room.
For more information, call Jane
Boyd at 924-5950.
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT
Measure your body fat using bio.
electrical impedance from 10 a.m. noon in the Central Classrooms
Building Room 103. Special
Halloween 2 for 1 special. For more
Information, call Jill Christensen at
924-3110.
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS
Technical meeting at 4:30 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Council
Chambers. For more information,
call Jasbir Kaur at 553-5253.
TER BLACK STUDENT UNION
Poetry/talent night from 7:30 9:30 p.m. in the Music Listening
Room. All welcome and we Iso
accept Hip Hop, singing, etc. For
more information, call Rittman at
924-6229.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT
Meeting at 6 p.m. in the Chicano
Resource Center. For more information, call Mike at 631-2699.
SCHOOL Or AIM AND DZSION
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., reception.
from 6 S p.m.in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott or

Jenny at 924-4330. Tuesday Night
Lecture Series: Panel discussion
regarding women and guns from 5
6 p.m. in the Art Building Room
133. For more information, call
Andy at 924-4328.
CHURCH or SCIENTOLOGY
Free lecture: "Knowing Who to
Trust- at 7:30 p.m. at 2155 Bascom
Ave. in Campbell. For more information, call Lyn at 371-1205.
STUDENT Lira CINTIR
Currently accepting nominations
for the Who’s Who Award for
Outstanding Students. Deadline in
Nov. 20 and applications are available in the Student Life Center. For
more information, call Dyrell
Foster at 924-5950.
NUM’S CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Nursing student support group
at 2 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Montalvo Room. For more information, call Diane Stegmeir at 2796385.
LIBRARY DONATIONS AND SALIM
UNIT
Ongoing book sales from 10 a.m.
- 3 p.m. in Clark Lobby and
Wahlquist North Room 408. For
more information, call 924-2705.
&MU BUDO TAIJUTSU CLUB
Martial arts lesson/training at 4
p.m. in Uchida (YUH) Hall Room
202 in the Judo Room. For more
information, call Garth at 2977646.
CENT=
Co-op Workshop at 1:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Almaden
Room. For more information, call
924-6033.
&MU Alsaastiro Assocumos

estly say that discrimination
and inequality are things of the
past. Not for people of color, not
for immigrants, not for women,
not for sexual minorities, not for
the disabled. You also cannot
ignore the privileges that
whites and men hold every day
- better education, higher
incomes, more frequent promotion, access to bank loans ... the
list continues. It’s just the way
things are. Racial percentages
aren’t tallied from the white
side, only from the "minority"
point of view.
Thus, when 20 percent of
university seats are "set aside"
for minority students, it is a
"racial" or "gender-based" issue,
but when 100 percent of university seats go to privileged white
males, it is just, well, reality.
Kyron Jackson
hospitality management

raped.
Critics say the physical abuse
BOSTON (AP) - When a of frail and ill patients continues
comatose woman gave birth last because they are often a forgotweek, apparently after being ten population and there are no
raped in a nursing home, local uniform regulations governing
health officials said they had the homes.
"There isn’t an appropriate
never seen anything like it.
But rapes and assaults of way to monitor nursing homes,"
nursing home residents, easy said Sara Foer, spokeswoman for
Nurses
American
prey for sexual predators, are the
not unheard of. The same week Association, which is developing
the Massachusetts woman gave its own credentialing program
birth, two catatonic women were for nursing homes.
The most recent statistics
allegedly sexually abused in
their beds in a New York City available show there were 548
complaints of sexual abuse
hospital.
The week before, the state of between Oct. 1, 1995, and Sept.
Michigan closed a Detroit nurs- 30, 1996, according to a draft
by
the
U.S.
ing home after an investigation report
found that one resident drowned Administration on Aging.
in a bathtub of scalding water
and another was allegedly

Comatose wotnan raped

Gisele Larsen from Enterprise
will be speaking on resume writing
and other job -related topics from
4:30 - 6:30 p.m. For more informa
tion, call Andy at 559-8018

Brown bag lunch Halloween harvest party from noon - 130 p.m in
the Student Union’s Pacheco Room.
For more information, call Jane
Boyd at 924-5950.

SJSU SCHOOL OF NURSING
Flu shot clinic from 11 a m. - 1
p.m in the Health Building Room
401 $10 each. For more information, call Elizabeth Dietz at 9243172.

AKBAYAN Or SJSU
Filipino -American heritage
month celebration from 11 am
2
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Amphitheater. For more information, call Jocelyn de Leon at 9189777.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily mass from 12.10 - 12:35
p.m. and RC1A Sacraments from 7
- 9 p.m in the Campus Ministry
Center located at the corner of 10th
and San Carlos streets. across from
the residence halls. For more information, call Ginny or Father Bob at
938-1610.
Wednesday
EPISCOPAL CArcrsnstotr
Coresupory
Free dinner and discussion from
530 - 7 pm. in the Campus
Ministry Center located at the corner of 10th and San Carlos streets.
For more information, call
Katherine at 275-1346.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE
Choreography showcase from
2:30 3:45 p.m. in SPX Room 219.
For more information, call Fred
Mathews at 924-5044
SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE
Choreography showcase from
2:30 - 3:45 p.m. in SPX Room 219.
For more information, call Fred
Mathews at 924-5044.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330.
RsIlDrrar ADVISORY PRoomor
(REAP)

CHURCH Or SCIENTOLOGY
Free lecture: The Real Cause of
Depression- at 7:30 p.m. at 410
Cambridge Ave. Suite C in Palo
Alto. For more information, call Joe
at (650) 853-0602.
ASIAN -AMERICAN CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Speaker: Pastor Peter B. at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Costanoan Room. For more information, call Eli at (510)770-1903.
STUDENT LITE CINTZR
Recruitment of orientation leaders.
Applications are available until No.
2 in the Student Life Center. For
more information, call Harriet Pile
at 924-5950.
LIBRARY DONATIONS AND SALES
UNIT
Ongoing book sales from 10 a m.
3 p.m. in Clark Lobby and
Wahlquist North Room 408. For
more information, call 924-2705.
Csprrsa
Cisco Systems Employer
Presentation from noon - 2 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Almaden Room
and resume critique from 12:30 2
p.m. in the Costanoan Room. For
more information, call 924-6003.
Sparta Guide is provided_free of charge to
students, faculty and staff. The deadline for
entries is noon,: Slice,days before desired pub.
heat,. dale. En? forms are available in the
Spaan
rt Daily
ice Space restrictions may
require editing submissions

Christians swindled
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - With
his wholesome good looks, his
talk of Christian ministry and
his mother in tow, Jonathan
Strawder didn’t take long to sell
Diane and Frank Smith on an
investment opportunity that
promised an ungodly 360 percent return in a year.
In fact, more than 2,100
devout Christians across the
country
apparently
gave
Strawder and his Sovereign
Ministries International $11
million to $14 million in less
than a year.
Investigators now suspect it
was all scam, and Strawder, 25,
is under investigation on suspicion of fraud and selling unregistered securities.

Quotes For The Daily
"It is better to die on yourfeet than to live on your knees."
-Emiliano Zapata
Mexican

revolutionary

"640K ought to he enoughfor anybody."
-Bill Gates in 1981
Microsoft CEO
"We are not retreating, we are advancing in another direc-

tion."
-Gen. Douglas MacArthur
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’Slam’ hurls crowd into rapper’s life
By Lance Swanson
:errespoodent

REVIEW

1

"Slam" is an inspiring, powerRay is not a bad person. He is
ful look into the world of a young
man who finds his way out of the just someone caught in the
ghetto by expressing himself wrong place at the wrong time.
Because he has no money for an
through poetry.
Few films have had such a attorney, the court-appointed
positive message in recent years. one tells him he must plea-barThe movie won prestigious gain, which means a minimum
Audience Awards for Best Film of three to five years in prison.
Ray would like to have the
at both the Sundance and
case go to trial, but if he were to
Cannes film festivals.
"Slam" tells the story of Ray lose, he could face up to 10 years.
While awaiting his arraignJoshua, a young rapper on the
streets of Washington, D.C. ment, Ray sees what life is like
After being arrested on a drug behind bars for the first time
possession charge, Ray is sent to and we follow along in harrow
jail, which he immediately does- ing detail.
"Slam" shot a lot of its jai
n’t take a liking to.

Photos courtes$ of Tronark Picture5
Raymond Joshua (Saul Williams) plays a young rapper who leads
a hard jail life in the powerful film "Slam."

scenes at the Washington, D.C.
jail, which gives the film an
authenticity it needs.
As he is booked into the jail,
we see the humiliation Ray
endures. Although he is only
being temporarily detained, he is
treated with enormous disrespect and hatred by the jail officers as well as the inmates.
At one point, when Ray mentions that he just wants to keep
to himself, another inmate violently lets him know that it is
not Ray’s choice. He is now part
of the system.
One of the guards actually
tells him, "You might make it out
of here. Then again, you might
not."
During a confrontation with a
group of inmates, Ray fights
back with the "Slam," which is a
rhythmic, spoken word rapinfluenced form of poetry used to
expose more people to the power
of poetry.
As the inmates are preparing
to beat Ray up, he performs a
slam poem about the cruelty
people are willing to inflict upon
one another, which inspires the
inmates to think about the violence that they bring. It’s a very
powerful moment in the film.
Ray meets Loren, a beautiful
social worker who teaches poetry
to the inmates, and he is immediately taken by her.
As she is made aware of Ray’s
amazing talent, she tries to help
him out of his dire situation.
The romantic link they share in

Cooking roast for Drew
NEW YORK (AP) This year’s Friars Club
roast was black tie instead of business attire,
dinner instead of a luncheon.
Otherwise, there wasn’t much bleeping difference between the bawdy roasts of the past and
the first televised one in the club’s 94-year existence.
Just ask Comedy Central, which had to edit
three hours of rude, tasteless humor and ethnic
jokes at the Oct. 2 celebrity roast of Drew Carey
into a one-hour special fit for cable consumption
Wednesday at 10:30 p.m. EST
With two big-screen TVs behind the podium,
Friars abbot Alan King let it be known right
away that television wouldn’t change the nature
of the previously private roast. He reeled off a
string of swear words and then encouraged the
13 roasters to use them, saying: "Feel free to say
what you will, and let Comedy Central go bleep
themselves."
"And I was worried about keeping it clean for
the older folks." quipped roastmaster Ryan
Stiles, Carey’s tall co-star on two ABC shows.
The free-for-all then began.
Margaret Cho delivered haikus referring to
Carey’s private parts.
Kip Addota created a sexual history with
Carey that even the Playboy Channel might censor. Nearly every other word from Pat Cooper
was a profanity
Jeffrey Ross wasn’t the only one to notice that
the roasters weren’t exactly household names.
He called the roster "a who’s who of who’s not."
He also insulted nearly everyone else on the
dais. Ile described Carey as the love child of
Buddy Holly and Barney Rubble, called Stiles
"Kramer Lite" and attacked the aging nature of
the Friars -- "what’s the over/under on Abe
Vigoda."
One reason to televise the event is to show
that the Friars are not "as some newspaper people tried to portray us. ’cigar-smoking, doddering
old men,’" Freddie Roman said.

Since Roman became president of the fraternal organization six years ago, the average age
of members has dropped from 59 to 47.
The celebrity roast has always been a jester’s
court for the Friars, and roastees have gotten
younger and hipper, like Billy Crystal and
Kelsey Grammer.
"There’s a wonderful mystique about the
Friars," Roman said. "The great comedy minds of
the 20th century all belong here. George Burns.
Will Rogers. Milton Berle. ... The club today is
still a most vibrant club."
Organizational change didn’t come as quickly
as the jokes. Women weren’t admitted until
1988.
Television, even cable, never seemed a good
match.
"We were approached 8-10 times over 10
years," Roman said. "Once it was regular Big
Three networks. They wanted to put so much
control over it that it wouldn’t have been a true
Friars.
"The roast is a unique kind of thing," he said.
"The Friars Club invented the genre. It went to
TV in a very whitewashed sort of way in the
Dean Martin roasts" decades ago.
It was anything but whitewashed in the
much-criticized 1993 roast of Whoopi Goldberg,
when Ted Danson, then her boyfriend, showed
up in blackface and told racial jokes.
"We don’t edit anybody’s material," Roman
said. "Whoopi believed it would be funny and it
was. It’s just that there are two words in our language that weren’t there 20 years ago, and those
are ’politically correct.’"
Doug Herzog, president of Comedy Central,
recognizes those words and has gone out of his
way to keep ethnic jokes out of the broadcast.
"I think they’re the least acceptable kind of
stuff today, whereas adult scenes, you hear that
on the evening news. President Clinton has
made the world safe for the Friars Club roast,"
he said.

Neo-Nazi flick grabs audience with violence
(AP) Take a deep breath
before sitting down to watch
"American History X." It’s violent. It’s harsh. It’s harrowing
and it’s painful. It’s also an
incredible exploration into inhumanity.
Director Tony Kaye was so
displeased with the final edit of
"American History X" that he
applied to have his name withdrawn from the credits. What a
shame. This is a memorable, significant movie with which Kaye
should be proud to be associated.
Edward Norton plays Derek
Vinyard, the son of a fallen firefighter who struggles through
adolescence by turning to the
neo-Nazi movement. With a
charismatic way with words and
a swastika tattooed on his muscle-rippled chest, he has become
a teen idol among a budding
urban white-hate crowd.

4

His younger brother, Danny nating between the present
(Edward Furlong), needs a new Danny’s perspective
and
role model, and Derek is right black-and-white flashbacks of
there. Danny idolizes him, and Derek’s time in prison and his
when Derek is sent to prison for slow journey away from hate.
brutally killing a young black
The film’s biggest strengths
man who tries to steal his car, lie in its individual scenes. A
Danny takes up the supremacist game of basketball becomes a
mantle. His patron is the same street referendum on race. The
man who guided Derek
ransacking of a Korean grocery,
Cameron (Stacy Keach), an videotaped with glee by one of
aging, virulent white-power the participants, is unforgetleader who lives vicariously table in its casual hatred. And
through
the
movement’s when Danny and Derek remove
younger participants.
Nazi paraphernalia from their
Sweeney (Avery Brooks), the bedroom, the silent scene speaks
intense principal of Danny’s more than any dialogue could.
high school, has seen Derek slip
Norton is a master of switchaway and wants desperately to ing personalities. Up until now,
save Danny. But his task is diffi- the only real glimpse we’ve seen
cult.
of his dark side came at the end
Beyond this, there is actually of "Primal Fear," and in
very little ’plot," strictly speak- "American History X" Norton
ing, to "American History X." It shows he can follow through; his
is, instead, an engaging series of intense eyes convey more than
forward -moving tableaux, alter- most actors’ entire bodies.

Lauren Bell (Sonja Sohn) plays an insightful social worker who sees the gifted talents of incarcerated rapper Raymond Joshua in "Slam."
the film is a touching, realistic
one.
"Slam" is a beautiful film to
look at. Marc Levin, the film’s
director, takes a documentary
approach. The film, although it
has a linear fictional narrative,
plays like a study in realism.
The film’s camera is almost
always hand-held and moving,
which suggests that the scenes
were shot in a free-flow style
with little cutting. This approach
gives the film a gritty look

The two lead actors in "Slam"
make auspicious debuts. Saul
Williams plays Ray, the film’s
hero, with a performance that is
strikingly complex.
We feel the emotional roller
coaster he goes through during
the film, from the happy times to
the sad, with all the emotions in
between. His perfOrmance will
leave you cheering.
Sonja Sohn plays Lauren
with a fire and spirit not usually
seen from mainstream actresses.

Both actors keep the spirit of
"Slam" intact and carry the film.
"Slam" is a film which may
not give answers to the problems
of incarceration and how one
releases oneself from its burden.
Viewers may wonder why we
lock so many people up and
throw away the key.
Although our hero finds liberation in his art, many aren’t as
lucky. Even so, it’s a great film
worthy of the attention it has
gathered.

Goo Goo lyrics highlight ’Dizzy’
By Heidi Marie Ortinann
Staff \X’riter
The Goo Goo Dolls have
something to coo about in their
new release. "Dizzy Up the Girl."
With well-written lyrics and
beautiful music, the Goo Goo
Dolls present a thoughtful and
of
collection
imaginitive
thought-provoking songs.
This album does not disappoint the listener, as it includes
the hit song "Iris," which was
featured in the "City of Angels"
soundtrack.
A cynic might think "Iris"
would be the only song worth
hearing on the album, since
some of the songs are mundane
and very similar to offerings of
the past.
However, there are a few surprises.
"Black Balloon" is by far the
best track on the CD, which is
saying a lot because even the
less distinctive ones are better
than most new releases on the
market today.
With truly pleasing music.
"Black Balloon" is a provocative,
sensitive piece with original,
well-writen lyrics.
"You know the lies they
always told you/ And the love
you never knew/ What’s the
things they never showed you/
That swallowed the light from
the sun/ Inside your room."
It seems very difficult these
days to write music touching on
painful themes without being
overtly bitter. However, the Goo
Goo Dolls are able to pull it off
superbly.
Evocative, gut-wrenching and
soulful, the Go(i Goo Dolls sing

American Heart
Association..
row Doom.*
ens ft..

about unrequited love, guilt,
shame, and even anger.
Even though the lyrics in the
first half of "Dizzy" are talking
about someone’s faults, later the
song addresses the question of
why this person is like that.
The lyrics express anger that
this person feels they must act
the way they do.
In this way, the Goo Goo Dolls
pulls off what other bands can’t
seem to: expressing anger and
pain without being overtly hostile.
wanna kick the machine/
That made you piss away your
dreams/ And tear at your
defenses/ Till there’s nothing
there but me/ You’re angry when
you’re beautiful/ Your love is
such a tease/ I’m drowning in

your dizzy noise/ I wanna feel
you scream."
Despite the fact that some of
the songs are less than compelling, like "January Friend"
and "Bulletproof." They both
sound like quintessential Goo
Goo Dollsso much so, in fact,
that it would be difficult to distinguish them from many of the
band’s songs if it weren’t for the
lyrics. The album as a whole is
worthwhile and fulfilling on
every level.
If you’re looking for some
meaningful lyrics and quality
music, (along with a hit song or
two), then the Goo Goo Dolls
would be a most appropriate
choice, with the listener walking
away pleased after a time well
spent.
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Professional drives new golf program
By Margaret Bethel
Senior Staff Writer

prior to the reorganization, and
their contracts ended in conjunction with the changes.
Once the program is fully runNancy Lewis, LPGA teaching ning, it will consist of the men’s
professional, was a member of and women’s teams under Lewis
the first San Jose State as the director. Lewis will have
University women’s golf team to an assistant coach and a graduwin an NCAA championship.
ate assistant on her coaching
She is returning to SJSU this staff.
semester as the new director of
According to Glass, the
golf.
department intends to hire the
"We had a lot of good candi- first assistant in January and
dates, but she has a great back- the second by July.
ground and touched on all the
How they will fit in the probases we were looking for," said gram will be the call of the coach,
John
Glass,
said,
Glass
senior associate
based on what
athletics directhe teams need.
tor for external
Sophomore
affairs.
Molly
Glass, who
Greenblatt, a
chaired
the
player on the
selection comwomen’s team,
mittee, said he
said how Lewis
was
most
officially places
the assistants
impressed with
won’t matter, as
Lewis
during
long as their
the interview
coaching skills
process because,
other
are versatile.
among
think
"I
things,
she
we’re all going
expressed her
intent to focus
Gorgina Simpson to be one cohesive team, and
on the players
Spartan golfer she’s going to
and their suchire someone
cess.
"I am the
rwho works well
with both the
least important
person involving San Jose State men and the women," she said.
According to John Witherall, a
golf. The players are the most
freshman on the men’s team, the
important," Lewis said.
The athletics department combined program is a little
decided to combine the men’s unusual, but it is working for
and women’s golf teams into one both teams.
"We feel like we’re on the
program last summer.
According to Glass, restruc- same team with them (the
turing the program so that one women). We’re just not particicoach would oversee both teams pating in tournaments together,"
was the best way to strengthen Witherall said.
Lewis said players on both
each team.
The changes also eliminated teams have accepted the
the positions of men’s and changes in the program.
"The camaraderie is there,"
women’s team coaches, formerly
held by Art Williams and Eric she said. "They understand their
potential. They understand what
Arnold, respectively
Williams and Arnold held they can do. Now we’ve just got
their positions for two years to get it done."
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She’s qualified to
teach ... but she
mainly gets the
teams’ spirits up
and pushes us in
the right direction
to win tournaments.

SPallaniShoOs
Women’s soccer

In spite of losing 10 one-goal
games this season, the Spartans
qualified for the Western
Athletic
Conference
Championship over the weekend.
State
The
San
Jose
University women’s soccer team
(5-14, 2-4 WAC) defeated
University of Hawai’i 3-1 in the
last WAC game of the season
Friday. The victory, combined
with University of Utah’s win
over University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, put the Spartans in
fourth place in WAC Pacific
Division.
Utah and Hawai’i also have a
2-4 WAC record. However, with
Friday’s win over Hawai’i and a
3-2 victory over Utah on Oct. 17,
SJSU won the tiebreaker.
SJSU added a non-conference
win Sunday over Hawai’i-Pacific
1-0 in double overtime.
The WAC Championship
begins Nov. 4 in Provo, Utah.
SJSU opens the tournament
against Southern Methodist
University.

Men’s soccer
After a scoreless first half, the
SJSU men’s soccer team lost 2-1
to SMU in Thursday’s WAC
Midfielder Eduardo
game.
Martinez scored the only goal
for the Spartans.
SJSU came back Sunday and
Christian
Texas
defeated
University 6-3 after scoring four
goals in the second half of the
WAC game.
Midfielder Lars Lyssand
scored two of SJSU’s goals.
The Spartans (11-4, 2-3 WAC)
face the U.S. Air Force Academy
on Friday in Colorado Springs,
Colo, for another WAC game.

Volleyball

SJSU’s volleyball team (15-6,
4-3 WAC) defeated WAC opponent San Diego State University
15-12, 15-11, 7-15, 15-11
Sunday.
Outside hitter Nicole Hintz
led the Spartans with 16 kills
and 14 digs. Outside hitter
Tanya Kamau led the team in
blocks with nine.
The Spartans are now tied for
third place with Utah and
Fresno State University in the
WAC Pacific Division. All three
teams have a 4-3 conference
record.
SJSU plays a non-conference
match against Saint Mary’s
College on Wednesday at the
Event Center.
The Spartans then face
Fresno State in a WAC match
Friday.

Women’s rugby
SJSU opened the rugby season with two wins at the
Stanford Rookie Tournament on
Saturday.
The
Spartans
defeated
Stanford University’s second
team 25-17 and outplayed
University of California San
Diego 40-0. SJSU lost in the
semifinal 24-0 to Santa Clara
University.
Spartan co-captain and veteran Christina Francisco, who was
able to play because each team
was allowed to have two veterans, scored four touchdowns in
the tournament, taking her
career record to 14 touchdowns.
Rookie Alicia Restivo scored
touchdowns in her first two
games.
Spartan Sh9rta were compiled
by Asa Bexell.

aa.x czoici Rail 4.414 Ilse
ceciiht
Spinvacut

Nancy Lewis was named director of golf at San Jose State
University in September. She plans to bring her 20 years of expertLewis said it is rare in the
NCAA golf arena for a woman to
coach a men’s golf team, but the
SJSU men’s team has handled
the change very openly and positively.
Witherall said when he first
heard they were going to have a
female coach, he didn’t think it
would work, but Lewis’ coaching
changed his mind.
"She’s doing a great job
already. Everyone respects her,"

he said.
Greenblatt said Lewis adds
spunk to the men’s team.
"You don’t see many men’s
coaches jumping and clapping
when they hit a putt, and she
does that for them," she said.
Gorgina Simpson, a member
of the women’s team, said Lewis’
history as a college golfer is an
advantage to SJSU’s golf program.
"She’s qualified to teach but

Kevin Sullivan/ Spartan Daily
ence to help lead the Spartans to a winning season. Lewis is in charge
of both the men’s and the women’s golf teams.
she mainly gets the teams’ spirits up and pushes us in the right
direction to win tournaments,"
she said.
Lewis was a member of
SJSU’s women’s golf team from
1983 until she graduated in 1987
as a public relations major.
In her senior year on the
team, SJSU’s women golfers won
their first NCAA championship.
In 1990, Lewis earned her
Golf
Professional
Ladies

Association class A certification.
She has served as head golf
professional at the Laguna Seca
Golf Club in Monterey.
Lewis has also worked as an
LPGA teaching professional at
the Copper River Country Club
in Fresno.
By returning to SJSU as golf
director, Lewis left the Saddle
Creek Golf Club in Copperopolis,
where she was the manager and
LPGA teaching professional.

NBA lockout changes ’Easy David’
NEW YORK (AP) The NBA
commissioner who once called
himself "Easy David" turned
into "Stealth David" on Monday,
holding talks with the players’
union at a site that was kept
secret.
The meeting, which included
about 20 people from the union
and 12 from the league, began at
midafternoon and lasted into the
evening. There was no word on
whether progress was being
made or when the session would
end.
One thing was clear: This was
shaping up as a week in which
the sides could choose between
confrontation and compromise.
"My reading is that they
wouldn’t he meeting unless
there was some significant
movement on the part of the
owners, or at least the possibility of movement: said agent
Mark Fleisher, a member of the
union’s agents advisory council.
The sides met for about three
hours Saturday to conclude a
contentious week that included
arbitrator John Feerick’s decision on owners’ liability for guaranteed contracts and the union’s
militant meeting in Las Vegas.
Details of Saturday’s session
were a closely guarded secret. So
secret, in fact, that two sources
very close to Stern and Hunter
aligned with manageone
ment, one with the players
said they were being kept in the
dark, too.
"Billy won’t give up the ship,
not after what happened with

the players in Las Vegas," mously in Las Vegas never to
Fleisher said. "So the fact that accept a hard cap.
The union has offered
they’re meeting could be a positwo cap-tightening mechanisms
tive sign."
Any compromise would likely if the salary percentage reaches
include movement from both 63 percent.
Monday’s talks the seventh
sides on the use of a "luxury tax"
to deter owners from signing joint session came in advance
their best players to overly of a two-day meeting of the
lucrative contracts under the so- league’s Board of Governors.
And they may be Stern’s best
called "Larry Bird exception."
The union has proposed a 50 chance to make a bold move
percent tax on the amount of toward settling a dispute that
any annual salary exceeding $18 has lasted nearly four months
million, and the owners have and has forced the league to canproposed a tax of anywhere from cel games for the first time in its
50 to 200 percent on any Bird history.
The owners’ labor committee,
contract of more than $2.6 milwhich is to meet Tuesday,
lion annually.
Checketts
David
If the sides can come up with includes
a coinpromise number that (Knicks), Mickey Arison (Heat),
would effectively set a maximum Gordon Gund (Cavaliers), I,es
salary, they would seem to be on Alexander (Rockets), Jerry
the way to coming up with an Colangelo (Suns), Peter Holt
agreement that leaves more (Spurs), Larry Miller (Jazz),
money for the middle class of Jerry Buss (Lakers) and Abe
players that was shrinking Pollin (Wizards).
On Wednesday, the full board
under the old labor agreement.
One possible point of con- is expected to meet with dozens,
tention could be the owners’ perhaps hundreds, of players.
insistence on having a hard Plans for such an assembly are
salary cap as a fallback in case a incomplete, but both sides
tax system failed to reduce the talked as if they expected such a
amount of basketball -related meeting to take place.
By inviting all the players,
income devoted to player
Hunter seems to be gambling
salaries.
In their last proposal, the that if the owners see a unified
league asked that the percent- front they will be more willing to
age be reduced from its current compromise.
barring a quick settlement,
57 percent to 52 percent in the
2000-01 season, 50 percent in the rest of the November schedsome
and
probably
2001-02 and 48 percent in 2002- ule,
December games, will be can03.
The players voted unani- celed this week.
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Sports Weekly
A guide to upcoming
SJSU and professional
sporting events in the
area.

Women’s soccer
SJSU v. Cal Poly SLO
7 p.m. Wednesday
Spartan Stadium

Volleyball
SJSU v. Saint Mary’s
7 p.m. Wednesday
The Event Center

Hockey
SJSU v. Palmer College
7:45 p.m. Friday
The Ice Centre of San Jose
SJ Sharks v. Phoenix*
7:30 p.m. Wednesday
SJ Sharks v. Tampa Bay*
7:30 p.m. Saturday
* At San Jose Arena

Swimming
Women’s meet
2 p.m. Friday, 11 a.m. Saturday
The Aquatics Center

Football
SJSU v. Utah
1 p.m. Saturday
Spartan Stadium
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Jumping at the
chance to fight
domestic violence
By Marcus Ulrich
Stan X mt.!.

Members of the Delta
Upsilon fraternity wanted to
raise money for a charit), so
they decided to jump on a trampoline.
For 40 straight hours, members and pledges of Delta
Upsilon took turns jumping on
a trampoline as part of their
seventh annual Jump-A-Thon.
Five sororities from campus
took part in the event as well.
At night, the Jump-A-Thon
had the atmosphere of a party,
yet early in the morning it was
hard to get anyone out of bed to
jump on the trampoline,
Brassfield said.
-In between four and five,"
Brassfield said, "when the
streets are empty, it’s almost too
quiet to keep jumping."
Money raised by the Jump-AThon will be donated to the nonprofit charity Next Door. This
charity provides services to
families and individuals affected by domestic violence.
"We get to do something really absurd that benefits something practical," Alpha Omicron
Pi member Laurie Bell said.
The event attracted 200 participants and was expected to
raise about $1,000, although the
exact amount is not yet known,
according to John Elworth, the
vice president of public relations for Delta Upsilon. The
event began at 2 p.m. on
Wednesday and ended at 6 a.m.
on Friday.
Sororities were encouraged

to participate in order to earn
points as part of a competition
between the sororities. The
more members of each sorority
showed up to jump on the trampoline, the more points their
sorority received.
In addition to earning points
by jumping on the trampoline,
the sororities could earn points
from a banner competition and
a baked -goods contest.
The banners had to advertise
the Jump-A-Thon, and the
baked goods were served as part
of a barbecue for the event on
Oct. 20, where they were
judged.
Alpha Omicron Pi tied for
first with Alpha Phi in the
baked -goods contest. Alpha Phi
won the banner contest.
On Frielay night, Alpha
Omicron Pi was announced as
the winner of the event. They
will be awarded a plaque, and
members of Delta Upsilon plan
to serve them a formal dinner.
Pledges of money or gift certificates for the event were
made by companies and individuals with the expectation that
members of Delta Upsilon
would make sure someone was
taking a turn jumping on the
trampoline for the full 40 hours.
Donations were not based on
how much time each person
spent jumping on the trampoline.
Next Door representative
Kelly DeMuth said she hoped
the event would help bring
attention to the problems of
domestic violence.
"The funds that they raise

Delta Upsilon pledges Geoff Nelson (left) and Nathan Weibel (center) launch Nicole Rodrigues of Alpha Omicron Pi into the air early
Thursday morning at Delta Upsilon’s seventh annual Jump-A-Thon.
Fraternity members began jumping Wednesday at 2 p.m. and con are really needed to fund the
services that we do because
most of our clients pay very little, if anything, for our services."
DeMuth said.
Claudia Campos of Alpha
Omicron Pi thought the event
was popular because it was
more exciting than other types
of fund-raisers.
"In some other fund-raisers
you’re not really having fun,"

Campos said, "like canned food
drives. It’s not really exciting to
donate a can of corn."
Campos said she spent a
total of about 90 minutes jumping on the trampoline, She
would spend 30 minutes jumping on the trampoline and then
rest for 30 minutes. She said
she did this three times.
Delta Upsilon alumnus Tim
Crick said fund-raisers such as

Clayton Stalter/ Spartan Daily
during the 40 hours
raised
proceeds
tinued till Friday at 6 a.m. All
of trampoline jumping will be donated to the organization Next Door,
which aids victims of domestic violence.
the Jump-A-Thon help create a
positive. image of fraternities in
the community.
"It’s one of the things that
will keep fraternities going into
the next century," Crick said.
"There’s a lot of negative perceptions about fraternities, but
this is one of the good things
fraternities do."
Food for the event was funded by the Prevention Education

Program center. The event was
made alcohol-free in return for
this funding. Delta Upsilon is
not an alcohol-free fraternity.
Now that the event is over,
members of Delta Upsilon do
not have to worry about making
sure someone is still jumping on
the trampoline.
Brassfield said he is looking
forward to letting his sore legs
recover.

Offering Services: Doing good deed rewarding experience
Continued from page 1
their finger tips," she said. "We
want to build a bridge from SJSU
to the community"
Recently, the offering service
has had students inquiring about
the Silicon Valley Habitat for
Humanity program and the
Amdahl Corporation’s Teacher
Link program.
Habitat is a nonprofit program
in Santa Clara County which
assists low-income families to
build their own home, said Sarah
Broz, coordinator of programs
and administration for the
Silicon Valley Habitat for
Humanity.
"Last year, over 30 individuals
designated themselves as SJSU
volunteers and helped build adequate and affordable homes for
needy families," Broz said. "It’s a
great opportunity for students to
work with families and to learn
construction skills."
Broz said in addition to overseeing new homes being built,
Habitat has workshops for the
new homeowners that address
mortgage payments and child
safety issues.
"We want the family to have a
pleasant experience as an owner,
she said.
According to the Habitat
brochure, businesses, churches,
organizations and individuals
donate the materials, the land
and the money ( minimum of
$35,000) to build homes.
In order for Habitat to continue to assist low-income families,
tax-deductible donations are
essential, Broz said. When a
home is completed, it is sold by
Habitat "at cost no profit" to
the family, she said.
The homeowner’s no-interest
mortgage payment will average
between $300 to $500 a month for
30 years, according to the pamphlet. To qualify for the program,
families must meet the yearly
income requirement (which
varies depending on family size),
live in substandard housing and
pass the interview with Habitat
:officials.
Broz said the 1997 income
requirement for a family of four
was no less than $21,060 a year
and no more than $43,500.
However, the 1997 income criteria was different for a single parthe minimum
ent and child
.....:yearly income was no less than
.----$16,880 and no more than
S34.800.

County has been an affiliate of
Habitat
for
Humanity
International for 12 years,
according to the pamphlet.
The second program which
seems to interest students is
Amdahl Corporation’s Teacher
Link. This program matches students who are computer savvy in
Internet navigation, web page
design, networking or word processing, with a school that lacks
these skills.
Students teach the skills to
one or more teachers, who then
teach the computer skills to their
students.
"Students who participate in
the volunteer programs gain
valuable experience that can be
utilized in a work setting," said
Jim Cellini, director of the
Student Life Center.
For example, when students
help to build homes they learn
construction skills, and students
who tutor at schools learn to communicate efficiently and acquire
teaching skills, Cellini said.
Students who aren’t interested
in the Habitat program or the
Amdahl program can seek alternative programs that deal with
other aspects of the community,

such as senior citizens, education,
homelessness and the environment by searching the database.
in the Student Life Center.
Students who are unsure of
the kind of volunteer service they
are seeking should ask offering
service personnel for help.
Lorenzo said.
According to Lorenzo, the
number of students who have
used the services is undetermined because not all students
report they have participated in
one-day events such as walk-athons, tree plantings and coastal
cleanup days.
Shirley, who helped to build a
home in San Jose last year, said
she and eight other members
from Phi Sigma Alpha volunteered directly with Habitat for
Humanity and didn’t consider
checking with the SJSU offering
service.
Phi Sigma Alpha members
have signed up with the offering
service to clean up areas from
Interstate 280 to San Salvador
and from South Second Street to
South 11th Street on Nov. 14,
according to Shirley.
-Last year’s experience as volunteers was so rewarding that we

want to help our community
again." she said.
Shirky
she plans to continue to make a diffiTunce in society by lending a helping hand in
the community.
Stokes said she hopes student
volunteers remain active in a
community issue that intrigues
them, even after graduating from
&NU.
-There have been approximately five to 10 students daily
who stop by the Student Life
- LIM

Center and inquire about programs," she said. "At this time,
there are 100 students in the
database, but it is difficult to
determine how many students
actually participate in programs."
The annual budget for
Spartans Offering Service and
seven other programs under the
Student Life Center is $430,000,
Cellini said.
To contact the Spartans
Offering Service, call (408) 9245975.
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Dance: Choreographer expresses human element in movements
Continued from page 1

dance style is a type of modern
dance created by Jose Limon, a
well-known artist in the dance
world. The Limon West Dance
Project ended at the end of this
summer.
According to the assistant to
the director of the Limon Dance
Company, Jay Brenneman, the
project had "established the
Limon Dance Company on the
West Coast," and therefore, ful-

filled its purpose.
There will now be several
implementations
that will
replace the project.
Mark Jones, Limon Dance
Company executive director,
said the company will have outreach programs, workshops and
technique classes run by former
and part-time company memhers.
As the East Coast-based corn-

CENTER FOR AUTISM
Therapist position to work with
Autistic Children. BA/MA in
Psychology, Child Development.
MFCC, etc. Own transportation.
Parttime afternoon. Various locatlora.
Phone: 408/280-111.2.
Fax: 408/280-1113.

INSTRUCTORS - PT, Teach FUN
Science Programs in elementary
schools. Need: Car & experience
TEACHER OPPORTUNMES, high with kids. Excellent Pay! Call:
quality, licensed childcare centers Mad Science of the South Bay 0
for 2-12 year olds. Recreation 408-262-5437.
enrichment curriculum.
Flexible PT/FT positions
IDEAL STUDENT WEEKEND JOB.
Days, Eves, Weekends
Fri./Sat./Sun. Men’s clothing
Team Environment
sales. Good pay. Contact Michael
Min 6 ECE required
at 970-0900 or come in for an
Earn while you learn interview. 2010 Duane Ave. Santa
In house training
Clara.
Benefits available
Growing throughout the Bay Area LIFEGUARD NEEDED mornings
KidsPark 280-7929. Fax 260-7366
and afternoons. Must be YMCA or
ARC certified. For’ info call Janet
ROMER’S ASST/KENNEL HOP 408-226-9622 x22, South Valley
needed for small, exclusive shop Family YMCA.
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must
be reliable, honest, able to do PT AUTOCAD 19 OPERATOR
physical work. Exp. working @IBM research facility. 4 hrs/wk
w/dogs preferred, but will train. S14/hr. Get Resume to Dick Sillan,
Great oppty for dog lovert $6.50 hr. Fax: 408-323-5311, E-Mail: rsillan
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109 0aol.com, Phone: 408.2684378.
or Call 371-9115.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
ACCOUNTING: SPARTAN SHOPS
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
is seeking F/1, A/R Data Entry
Great for Students!
Clerk with computer skills & 104cey Serving Downtown SanJose.
touth. Amt. major preferred. Other
Inner City Express,
duties inch process deposits, 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
maint. A/R master file, generate
statements & invoices, posting, TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S.
*mai elites and customer/ vercla subjects, Earn $15-$20/hour.
interaction. M-F, 40 hours/week, Jack or Joan 0 408-227-6685.
Hiring salary: $20,800- $21,840.
Apply:
ATTI94TIONII Ready to lose
Spartan Shops. Inc.
those unwanted pounds?
1.1.25 N. 7th St. San Jose, CA 951.12
Get paid to lose weight.
or Personnel Ofice, Bldg. 037.
Safe, natural, Dr. approved.
Karen (408) 55341924
FAX: 408/924-1910.
email: loosenchesehotmailcom
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
P/T. M-F 12:30-5:30prn. Work in TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
a fast paced, property develop- sell discount subcriptions to Bay
ment office. Run errands, misc. Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
office work. This could lead to a Flexible firs, 9amapm. Downtown
career for one of the Bay Area’s near lightrail - 4 Nooks from SJSU.
premier development companies. Hourly $S plus bonus. Media
Please call JeanPaul or Greg for an Promotions 494-0200.
interview 0408.287-0246. EOE.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS - Job
for extended daycare.
individuals
Code 10SPD. Part-Time approx.
hours are 10:00am to 2:00pm. P/T Pre afternoon. No ECE units
No Weekends, No Sales Quotas. required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
Minimum $11.50/hr to start. Pro244-1968 x 16
vide member and teller services.
Requires HS Diploma or equivalent
SMALL WOR1D SCHOOLS
and 2 yrs teller, proof, statements,
vault or ATM experience. We offer is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their School Age Child Care
generous compensationeni benefits
Centers in San Jose. ECE CD,
including medical, dental, vision,
life, 401k, retirement, special
Psych. Soc. or Rec units miry
We Offer Competitive Pay,
employee loans and opportunities
Excellent Training, and a
for tuition assistance. Qualified
Great Work Environment.
candidates should fax or send
If you are interested call
STAR
408-756-2565,
resume to
(408)283-9200 ext. 21.
CNEFCU, HR Dept., P.O. Box 3643,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3643. Please
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
include job code.
4th & S.C. Chevron. Mini mart.
FOOD SERVICE. ESPRESSO BAR, NW* hours, several shifts open.
HOSTING. F/T & P/T positions Please apply in person. 147 E.
available in a busy family style Santa Clara St. Contact Ofelia
restaurant located in Sunnyvale. (408) 295-3964.
All shifts avail, flex hrs, $9.00 hr
TEACHERS
to start. Please call 733-9446,
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
ask for Julia or Wendy.
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for
exciting "hands on’ science
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Ambitious and energetic people
rfrafterschoot
olurs per week.
needed. FT/FT. Earn $8S15 per
Experience preferred.
hour (average). Flexible, will work
To apply call
around you school schedule.
Looking for cart drivers for week- 1-800-472-4362 ext. 245/297.
ends only. Lots of fun and
earn good money. Call: (408)
867-7275 Receptionist will
connect you to our voicemail.
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.

ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
F/T or P/T All Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits!
Call mapply in person.
(408) 286-5880
5550 Meridian Ave. SJ.
batmen San Calm &Pannioor.
behird the Cad and Perry Saw.

AFTERNOON TEACHER
GREENHIaS PRESCHOOL
571 N. 3rd St.
Minimun 12 Early Childhood
Ed. units required.
3- 5 days /week
Call: 286-1533
Fax: 295-6197
SECURITY
Abcom Private Security
We will train you.
Student Friendly.
FT, PT, Wkdys & Wknds.
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
408.247-4827

EMPLOYMENT

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed / Regular Class.
$8.52- S1170/1-r. Saratoga School
District. Cat 40111/1111173424x200
for application & information.

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, arid
Reschcol Teachers and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for an interiew at 2441968
or fax resume to 248-7350.
TEACHTRAFRC SCHOOL PORT IME
weekends & evenings. No experience
necessary. Follow our lesson plan.
Mozst hme gird commie:Mon skiks.
responstre & Made. 408971-7557
Niue Tnelic School
999W. Sari Cats St. Sal Jose.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools.
Degree a Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity tr Teactirg Experience.
Need Car.
Yoke NM: (408) 287-4170 84, 408
E0E/AAE
WOOER IRAINIElelemertating
firm needs energetic person to
train and motivate sales reps.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
Downtown San Jose 408/4910200.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
S. LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAYI
Immediate ternp/perrn
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers, Etc.
(408) 8668550
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
JOIN OUR TEAM!!
We are remodeling our stores in
San Jose and %Norte&
kid Opertga New Skein No.enter
at 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose!
Positions Available:
"Grocery Clerks *Produce Clerks
Bakery/Del Clerks *Service Clarks
KIM Clerk Weer/Seafood Clerks
All positions offer competitive pay
and a full benefits package!
Please see store manager for an
application at the foaming locations:
3251 So. White Rd. San Jcee
3475 Wee Fkt San Jcee
1070 Story Rd. San Jose
1641 N. Capitol Ave San Jcee
215W. Calaveras. Pdpitas
To promote a drug-free work
environment. Ne do preemployment
(tug testing. Save Mat Superman**
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students
to teach driving full/pan time.
WIII train. Must be 21.
$9.00 to start. Call 363-4182.
RECEPTIONIST
We are looldng for a pert time
receptionist mornings/weekends.
Call 3634182.

TELEMARKETING
Ns Nights/Weekends
Ideal for students.
F/T or P/T visitable.
Set appointments
for Consulting Sales.
$11415/hour + Benefits.
Ph: 4082440233 ext. 220
PAID &MANNER INTIONIIIIP
College Works Painting, a subsidiary of National Services Group
Is now hiring for Spring/Summer
1999. Duties Include Intenrowir4
hiring, development of customer
relations, control of marketing and
sales & production maffillismsnT
Call 888/450-9675.
warw.collegewoda.corn
RECEPTIONIST. Phones, light
deicer work. Ten min from SJSU.
Mondays and Wednesday’s. frem
5:30pm. Call Heather 9956425.
TUTOR WNW for 10 is eN 1.
Needs extra help In math, some
language arts; my home, M-Th,
3:306:30. Call Peas 9283944.

Print your ad here.

2 BDRfA APARIMENI- $9715/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close To Campus
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893.

SPACIOUS 15 2 BDRM APTS.
Use in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
gym, on -site management, all
appliances included. central A/C.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Stop by today for a tour.
School year & summer, Bern. Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
school -age rec. program, P/T
from 2-6pm. MF during the 201 So. 4th St. (408)279-3639.
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
7am-Lteen. F/T during summer day
camp prog. Xint salary, no ECE
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Red 5000+ SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME
DeptCall %net at 354-5700 x223. to share in Si, located on a
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
VALETPARKERS - Valets needed view. 10 miles from campus.
$600/nn +util. 4O8-296-8000x11
Fun,
for P/T eves & weekends.
flexible job during school. Park for more information.
cars for weddings, parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing, friendly,
HOUSING WANTED
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience nec. Must be SINGLE MALE SEEKS UNIBTERM
able to drive a 5 sp and have a HOUSING. Need ireopenskie roorn or
valid CDL and your own transp. studio/basement apartment. Would
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips. consider helping the elderly at their
Call Michael 0 Golden Gate Valet home in exchange for, or in partial
payment of, rent. Have references.
(1100)112501171.
Contact Robert Stevenson, 8923
TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent SE Yenta Ave. Porearvi, OR 97216.
salary & benefits, med/dental Phone (503) 256-3426. E-mail:
cybeemereaol.com or FAX to
vacation/sick pay, prof. dev. 5,
(533)257-1222 Cascade Cdlege. c/o
ratio 1:9. beautiful park-like
Pies. Office re. Robert Stevenson.
playground, strong team
environment! Mn. 12 ECE units.
Enjoy your work with children!
Charmer Preschool 378-7805.
CAMPUS CLUBS
Fax resume to 378-4121.
STEAMBOAT Colorado kn. 10-15
International leasInses Expending $549. with the SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. includes
Work From Home Around Your
Schedule. $499-57.999 PT/FT. flight out of Si. full condos 5
night stay. 4 of 5 day lift
WE NEED HELP NOW!
Log onto: VA.M.cash911.cornivsp pass, 2 hot tubs. parties & great
snow. Students & non-students.
Cali Mark at 408-292-0955.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to S600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank UNDY HOP & ZYDECO DANCES,
650-324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30 some Fridays, at First Christian.
80 S. Fifth St. Call 408.356-1375.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-32, Healthy,
Responsible. All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!!!
TOM PAPERS? TIES?
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid.
RESEARCH MATERIALS NEEDED?
We especially need
mwr.csmonitor.com
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
the Pulitzer prize winning
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
Christian Science Monitor
($OO) 314-9998
Including News Archives Onrine
Pre-recorded info: 867-8255
NEED A KIS, MINK:1AL AID
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP?
Call now for part time or
flex time opportunities.
Krtstie: (408) 360-1370.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
USE A PHONE LATELY?
Special Student Prograrns
Licensed public utility, NY stock
Serving SJSU for 20 pars
exchange telecommjnications
’Great Rates for Good Orkers’
company is looking for you.
Lam unlimited residual income.
"Good Rates for NonGood &kers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
International expansion coming
"Good Students" "Educators"
soon. Set your own hours.
"Engneers"Scientists"
800371-4366
CAL!. TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
MAKE MONEY NOW
NO HASSLE
in Telecommunications and
NO OBUGATION
Internet. Set your own hours.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
(408) 793-5151.
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BLUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra- Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics - Electric
SAT - GED CBEST - ESL - TOM.
Computer: V-Basic, V-C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Email: tutor907630aolcom
ENGLISH EDITING & TUTORING
Experienced with the needs of
Foreign Students.
Credentialecl Teacher & M.A.
Go To: wym.MyEditor.com
Prcl/CrCal.113SEi03408/978-8034
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL:
Save Our University Library.

Certain advertisements In
thee, column may oder Sr.
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Claeollied readers should be
reminded Mat, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or "’Man.
In addition, readers should
came" bereetbpae at firms
offering einployment kelp
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

408-924-3277
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31Ines
4 Ines
5 Ines
6 Ines

se
$1 for each additional line.

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After twilit day, rate Increases by 11 per day.
Firdsionstilline 25 awes) set In bold for no extra charge.
A
words avid* In bold for $3 each.

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70

10-14 Skis: $90

15-19 lines: $110

Fivil knew
Days
$13 1.4yeelare
$14
Nkne
$15
)
$111
Sandi:heck cc money

Please check
one classification:
howee

order b:
Spartan Daly Classifieds
San Joss Stab
Sambes, CA 91111970179

Ciaselffed desk is Wald in Dwight Boreal Hall, Room 209.
Deadline: 1010 a.m, two weekdays before audiometry
II AS ads are prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads.
Rates for 00nellailve publications Sees may.
OUEIMONST CALL OM 0244277

MD=
PROOFREADING
Have your papers inspected for
organizational and grammatical
errors. Prices vary according
to length of paper.
Call for a price quote today!
Call ALICIA at 408-229-9305.
CALL NOW!!!
WRITING HELP (51.0)801-9554.
Highest quality wrtting.editing.
ghostwriting. Essays, application
statements, reports, etc.
Please call Darn Bolick,M.A. at
(510)801-9554 or
email bolickillbest.com
VISA/MasterCard .xxepted.
POST YOUR RESUME on the WEB
For $35 post on 15 Web sites.
Send resume + payment to:
PDM Graphics. 225 Corning Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035.
Send salary req. F/T or P/T.
Save money and time!
Recruiters call you directly!
We accept credit cards.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
an your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
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Two
Days
$7
SS
$9
$10

&MORIN
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S.
subjects. Earn 515450/hr 8, up.
Call after 7pm. 408.2023467.
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One
Day
$5
$6
$7

FOR SALE

omumn

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

FAX: 408-924-3282

*AFFORDABLE &EXPERIENCED* "St on My Facer floor pillows.
Pt:mutat/led, custornmade.
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
See our Wet)Ste at
YAW.’ zhoicemaitcom/somfinc/
Resunes Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar!
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ ye Ego
PAM’S
MMUMWILE
PROFESSIONAL NORD PROZESSEIG.
TAUPE 93 LEGEND, LS, at, a/c.
247-2681, Sam-Elpm.
full options, rims new, 2ct, $19300.
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING Red 90 Accord, stick, w/tail,
Term papers, thesis, resumes, 4dr, good condition, $5000. Tony
group projects,etc. Typewriter 408858-2887, 408-547-4626.
for your applications for med/law
school. etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Call Anna at 972-4992.
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
UYour own probe or disposable.
Group Projects, etc. All formats,
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
specializing in APA. Tape
247-74S8
transcription. Fax machine.
Experienced, dependable, quick
MEN 8 WOMEN
return. Almaden/Branham area.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
COMPUTERS ETC
unwanted hair. Beck- Chest- Lip
Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
NEW LAPTOPS/DESKTOPS
S60/mo for 12 months+Slbuyout Students 8, faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 pica if
No credit checks/no lease
male before 1.2/31/98.
WWW.earthcompl.cornAH1031,tml
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,Cmbl.
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
(408) 379-3500.
We buy, sell & trade computers,
486, Pentium. Mac, &
Notebooks. Refurto’d equipment
warrantied.
Prompt Repair & Upgrades
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID PAY YOUR TUITION giving away
5263 Prospect Rd. Si. between FREE Motorola Pagers. $89 value.
Hwy 85 & 280 near Lawrence Espy. Call 1-8882400310. give sponsor
al 0098544. For WEB SURFERS:
405-573-5070
http://wywrte13.corn/0098544/
or call me at 1-831-373-2010.

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

Nene

ent choreographers like in ih’ e
opportunities I have had, you get
to know their different influences, such as African or Latin
dance," Regale said. "I try : to
express the human element in
my dancing."
On the Limon style, Regala
said he thinks "it is significant
because his movements become
heroic. There is a certain passion
within the form."

Company of New York City.
"The Limon Dance Company
was different from the dance
project because it was a larger
ensemble," Regale said. "We performed more works and I had
the chance to meet with several
contemporary choreographers."
Regala said his dancing is primanly a Limon style, but is surrounded by other influences.
"When you work with differ-

WD PROCESSING

RENTAL HOUSING

CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINERS,
P/T, perform fun science parties
on weekend days. Greet Pay + Tips!
You pick days. We train. Call:
Mad Science at 408.262-5437.

DAILYCLASSIFIED-LOCAL RATES

PT/FT CASHERS/COCKTJUUER
needed. Apply at Johnny’s, 532
North Santa Cruz Ave, Los Gatos.

be teaching and coaching students on the techniques of the
Limon style.
"Currently, what we have is
kind of a mentoring program,"
Mathews said. "Artists from the
Limon Dance Company will to
come to school and mentor each
semester."
After two years as a member
of the Limon West Dance project,
Regala joined the Limon Dance

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no chin for products or
asMces sdertised below nrx Is
there any guerande Impliet the
clasellied tokens of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
ard ellerngs are not approved or
vediled by the newspaper.

party will now have a regular
season in San Jose, outreach
workshops and classes will be
available between seasons.
"There will be an ongoing
relationship between the dance
program at San Jose State and
the Limon Dance Company,"
Jones said.
Members of the company will
also be available for SJSU dance
students as mentors. They will

_Campus MIN’
Omsk Massages*
_Events’
_Arrouncernents’
_lost and Found"
_Volunteers’
_For Sae’
_Autos For SSW
_Concave Etc.’
_Wanted’
_Employment
_Opportunities

_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing’
_Reel Estate
_Services’
_HeallIvt. muff
_SportalThrar
_Insurance
_Enlertelnrnenr

_Trawl
_Wont Processing
_Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. WOO for a3 Nne ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
In DB H 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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ROSS WORD

ACROSS
1 Fencing move
6 Expressed
displeasure
11 Resort
140. Henry’s forte
15 Less green
16 Jaunty hat
17 Follow
18 Very very
19 "Hooked Feeling"
20 Blowers
22 Kinds
24 Type of
executive
28 Bareheaded
30 Badly
31 Bandleading
Count
32 Large bags
33 Merit Badge
earners
37 Wnter
Umberto 38 Of yore
39 Gullet
40 Cleaned one’s
hair
43 Venomous
snake
45 Mother’s sisters
46 Vitamin A
source
17 Boat basins
50 Tanning
session
51 Utilizing
52 Get, as salary
53 Misdeed
54 Put forth
57 Works on text
62 Sullivan and
McMahon
63 Simpleton
64 Juliet’s beloved
65 Understand
86 Zoo animal
67 Flower part

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN
1 Fib
2 Coffee server
3 Negative votes
4 Wildebeest
5 Complete views
6 Full force
7 Greases
8 Choose
9 Ending for
’ballad"
10 Radical
11 Mall unit
12 Huffs and puffs
13 Accumulate
21 Indefinite
amount
23 Butter
substitute
24 Church areas
25 Knute Rockne.
for one
26 Powdered
chocolate
27 Fictional planet
28 Made fodder
29 Org

31
33
34
35
36
38
41

42
43
44

46
47
48
49
50
52
55
56
58
59
60
61

Portends
Stains
Shadow
Seer’s deck
Cut a wide Chaplin’s wile
Popular street
name
Like hot curry
Some ’pod
workers
Sphere
Mongrel
Reflects
Put - save up
Wash cycle
Woodland
deity
Seabird
Roman dozen
MIT grad
Deer s mother
Devilkin
Afternoon
gathenng
Sun, in
Acapulco
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Students dislike Carl’s Jr. decision
ByJulia B. Wright
Stet Writcr
Many
San
Jose
State
University students are disappointed in the way they perceived the university rationalized its decision to close the
doors on the Carl’s Jr. franchise
just weeks before it was slated to
open.
Because of complaints by a
gay faculty and staff association
on campus that Carl’s Jr.
founder Carl Karcher contributed funds to the campaign
of California State Sen. John
Briggs in 1978
author of a
controversial anti -gay -and -lesbian initiative the university
terminated the contract with the
corporation.
"We decided the appropriate
action was to uphold the nondiscrimination policy of the university," said Don Kassing, vice
president of administration.
"Having a Carl’s Jr. on campus
would have had a negative
impact on campus climate."
Illustration major Colin Fix
thought the university’s decision
to end the relationship with the

corporation based on SJSU’s
non-discrimination policy was
misused.
"The university cannot use
the non-discrimination policy
against a company that hasn’t
discriminated against anyone,"
Fix said. "It’s a different story
when you stop doing business
with a corporation because of
one employee’s anti-gay views."
Psychology
major
Juan
Stevens said if the university
looked hard enough, it would
find someone in every company
who has right-wing, racist and
sexist beliefs.
"What will happen next? Will
we slam the door on every business on campus because we
found one person in every company who gives their earnings to
a controversial politician?"
Stevens said.
Drew
History
major
Campbell said he was disappointed that the university didn’t seek student input before
making the decision.
"Because the issue came up
over the summer, we (students)
didn’t have a chance to voice our
opinions until after the decision

was made by the university,"
Campbell said. "The university
should have waited to decide
until after they talked to students when the fall semester
began."
Even if the previous owner
was anti -gay, Campbell said,
people have the right to believe
what they want and be politically involved in whatever group
they want.
According to student Monica
Roehm, business administration
management major, the issue is
really about free enterprise, not
free speech.
"The corporation has the
right to sell its product and we
have a right to purchase its
product," Roehm said "We
should be allowed to decide for
ourselves whether or not we
want to eat at Carl’s Jr."
According to Associated
Students President Heather
Cook, who is also a Spartan
Shops board member, no students came forward with an
issue against Carl’s Jr. after it
was announced in the last issue
of the Spartan Daily in the
spring.

Carl’s Jr.: No problems with other franchises
Continued from page 1
Karcher supported anti -gay legislation in 1978 were true, the
company would have received
state wide protest, and we would
have heard about it at some
point," Gratz said.
According to Alan Maloney,
director of food services at the
University of California Irvine,
the Carl’s Jr. franchise has been
in place for 10 years without
problems.
"To the best of my knowledge,
there has been no outward display of protest," Maloney said.
Cal Poly Pomona has had a
Carl’s Jr. franchise for about four
years, said Candy Martinez,
manager of cash operations at
the
Cal
Poly
Pomona
Foundation, Inc. The Pomona

Foundation owns and operates
the fast-food franchise.
"We were prepared for disagreement by anyone on campus, but nothing was ever
voiced," Martinez said. "So we
went ahead and opened."
According to Martinez, preparation for disagreement is not
specific to any issue or rumor,
but is a business preparation
tactic used when opening any
new operation.
Martinez said if a protest
started, they would have continued with the opening.
"Having a Carl’s Jr. franchise
is a good business decision,"
Martinez said. "Business decisions should not be based on personal beliefs."

Twc

Carl’s Jr. is a great product,
Martinez said, and compared to
the other major fast-food chains,
the corporation is the most efficient.
The Carl’s Jr. at California
State University Fullerton has
been open since 1991.
"I have been here since we
opened the Carl’s Jr. and have
never heard complaints or concerns from people on campus
objecting to the company or
Karcher," said Luis Jimenez,
assistant manager of Carl’s Jr. at
Fullerton.
"The bottom line in any business decision on campus is
always what students want,"
Jimenez said.
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Kevin Sullivan! Spartan Daily
Two students take advantage of the benches between Wahlquist Central and South during a break
Thursday afternoon one to eat lunch, one to study.
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Judge dismisses pepper spray lawsuit
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
lawsuit by anti-logging protesters whose eyes were swabbed
with pepper spray was dismissed
Monday by a federal judge, who
said the officers used reasonable
force.
A jury had deadlocked in
August in the trial of a damage
suit by the nine demonstrators,
who accused Humboldt County
and Eureka officers of brutality
in their use of the chemical to
break up sit-ins. A retrial had
been scheduled for Nov. 16.
U.S. District Judge Vaughn
Walker, who presided over the
trial, ruled Monday that a retrial
was not needed because no reasonable juror could find using
pepper spray to be excessive
force. He said the pepper spray
caused only "transient pain"

without significant risk of injury
and was a legitimate means to
end the protesters’ effort to
invade private property, obstruct
business and hinder law enforcement. Courts have repeatedly
upheld "the use of pain compliance to gain the cooperation of a
resisting arrestee," Walker
added.
Lawyers for both sides did not
immediately return telephone
calls seeking comment.
The lawsuit stemmed from
protests last fall in which opponents of Pacific Lumber Co.’s cutting of old-growth trees chained
themselves together inside metal
sleeves at company headquarters, and later at the Eureka
office of Rep. Frank Riggs, RCalif , a logging supporter. In
both instances, sheriffs deputies

and Eureka police warned the
protesters, then applied cotton
swabs doused in pepper spray to
the corners of the demonstrators’
eyes. Those who refused to
release were swabbed across the
eyelid, then sprayed in the face
at close range. Several protesters
still held on and were eventually
cut loose with grinding tools.
The protesters contended the
officers could have waited, negotiated or used their previously
successful method of grinding
through the metal sleeves. They
accused the officers of inflicting
gratuitous pain to send a message.
The officers testified that the
grinders might have injured
someone or caused a fire. They
also noted that the pepper spray
caused no lasting injury.
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